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AB O UT HANNAH H ABERKERN
Hannah grew up in Germany and

rediscovered sewing as a compensatory

learned how to sew from her mother

activity to research. She then stumbled

and grandmother. Many of her favorite

across and instantly fell in love with

childhood memories revolve around

modern quilting, which opened up

designing and sewing garments, yet for

a new world of playing with graphic

a while she lost touch with sewing and

design and fabrics. You can see more

focused on other interests, such as her

of Hannah’s sewing adventures on her

work as a neurobiologist. Recently, after

blog www.hannahsews.com and on

a prolonged period of sickness, she

Instagram @verdigrissewing.
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FINISHED SIZE
10" X 10" Finished
SKILL LEVEL
BEGINNER

"This is a coordinated duo
consisting of a flying geese
block and a second rectangular
block that I designed to interact
with the flying geese and itself in
interesting ways. I was thinking
of them in shades of green and
earth tones, hence the name
'organic diamond.'"
–Hannah Haberkern

ABOUT THE BLOCK
The latest Block Study design is Organic
Diamonds by Hannah Haberkern, a member of the
Washington D.C. MQG. This block is a beginnerfriendly paper piecing design with lots of versatility
and potential.
Bonus quilt patterns for Pinwheels and Breeze are
available at modernmonthly.com.
Share you work on Instagram using the hashtag
#mqgblockstudy and #showusyourmqg!
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MATERIALS

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

Large scraps of six different

Read through all instruction before beginning. Measurements include

fabrics large enough for
paper piecing:

¼" seam allowances. Width of fabric (WOF) is assumed to be 40". For
efficiency, cut the largest units first from the WOF strips.

▪ Lime
▪ Light Blue
▪ Medium Blue
▪ Aqua
▪ Light Tan
▪ Medium Tan

From the lime fabric, cut:

From the light tan fabric, cut:

▪ 1 rectangle 5 ½" x 10 ½"

▪ 1 square 6 ½" x 6 ½" for paper
piecing Section 1.

From the light blue fabric, cut:
▪ 1 square 5 ½" x 5 ½"

From the medium tan fabric, cut:
▪ 1 square 5½" x 5½" for paper

From the medium blue fabric, cut:

"I'm fascinated by tiles and the
magic that happens when they

piecing Section 2.

▪ 1 square 6 ½" x 6 ½". Cut the
square in half to make one triangle
for paper piecing Section 4. The
remaining triangle will not be used.

are combined in different ways
From the aqua fabric, cut:

to create unexpected secondary
patterns. This fascination

▪ 1 square 5 ½" x 5 ½"
▪ 1 rectangle 4" x 13" for paper
piecing Section 3.

underlies the design of my
organic diamond block."
–Hannah Haberkern

FINISHED BLOCK

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
This block is constructed

Sew the pieces together in the

using paper piecing, and basic

order indicated on the templates.

knowledge of paper piecing is

Trim seam allowances to ¼" as

assumed in these instructions.

each new piece is added. Make
one copy of Template A-Reversed
at 100%.
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SEWING INSTRUCTIONS
BLOCK ASSEMBLY
1.

Paper piece Template A-Reversed, placing the
light tan square in Section 1 and a medium tan

4.

Sew the completed Step 1 unit to the completed

square in Section 2. Sew, trim and press the seam

Step 3 unit, as shown. Note the orientation of

where the two fabrics meet. Then, one at a time,

each section. Press the seam (Figure 4).

place and sew the aqua rectangle to Section
3 and the medium blue rectangle to Section

5.

The block will measure 10 ½" square.

4. Trim the unit to the dotted line of Template
A-Reversed (Figure 1).
2.

Place a 5" aqua square RST at the left edge of
the lime green rectangle. Mark a diagonal line on

See additional combinations that can be

the wrong side of the square, as shown. Sew on
the marked line and trim away the excess fabric,

created using the Organic Diamond block

leaving a ¼" seam allowance. Press toward the

3.

triangle (Figure 2).

in the Breeze and Pinwheels quilt patterns

Repeat Step 2 at the right edge of the rectangle,

that can be found on modernmonthly.com.

using the light blue square. The resulting flying
geese block should measure 5 ½" x 10 ½"
(Figure 3).

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 4
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1"

ORGANIC DIAMONDS TEMPLATE

1"

ORGANIC DIAMONDS TEMPLATE
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P I N WH E E L S Q U ILT

BRE E ZE QUILT

by The MQG

by The MQG

Visit the Modern Monthly website
to get all these and more.
m od er n mo n t h l y .c o m

Patterns & resources are available
to MQG members for only $30
per year. We kindly ask that you
encourage your non-member
friends to join instead of sharing
this PDF.
them q g.o rg /j o i n

FLE E T ING S T RINGS QUILT
by Nicole Neblett
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A B O U T T H I S PAT T E R N

The Modern Quilt Guild’s mission is to support and
encourage the growth and development of modern
quilting through art, education and community.
Copyright © 2019 by Hannah Haberkern and the
MQG. All rights reserved. This pattern may not be
reproduced, sold, commercialized or distributed in
any manner whatsoever without the express written
permission of Hannah Haberkern and the MQG.

